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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Networks has been an active research area over past few years. The diversity in 

the applications used in wireless sensor networks represents its great success. There are different 

characteristics of the topologies used in routing method. Energy and communication ability is important 

during designing of a routing protocol for wireless sensor networks so that sensing data can be transmitted to 

the receiver. To overcome limited energy, an energy balanced routing protocol with Forward Aware Factor is 

proposed in this paper. The protocol in this paper considers link weight and forward energy density for 

selection of next hop. The results of this protocol are compared with the LEACH protocol which balances the 

energy of the network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor networks(WSN) are getting lots of popularity in recent years due to their wide applications 

like military and disaster surveillance, industrial product line monitoring, agriculture and wildlife observation, 

healthcare, smart homes etc. A large number of sensor nodes working together collect information from the 

environment and then transmitting this data to a base station forms the sensor network. A wireless sensor 

network is design for sensing and processing parameters like temperature, humidity and sound. After sensing 

data sensor nodes sends it through wireless channels. 

A Wireless sensor networks consist of large number of sensor nodes. The structure of the sensor network is 

shown in fig. 1. The sensor nodes have the ability to collect data and communicate with base station and among 

each other. Each sensor node does tasks like sensing, processing, transmission, mobilize, position finding 

system and power unit. But during doing all these tasks the problem of the energy consumption of these sensor 

nodes and communication ability matters. The energy of sensor node is not much. So many times during the 

working of routing protocol energy of the sensor nodes got ended [1].  
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Fig 1: General components of Sensor nodes 

 
There are many issues that are arises in terms of wireless sensor networks like unstructured and time varying 

network topology. Scalability of the network depending on the application requirements is also one of the issues. 
As the transmission of data from the targeted source to the destination is the main task in the wireless sensor 

network but one of the issues is method used for forwarding of data is also considered. Routing in the wireless 

sensor network is most challenging due to high density of nodes, routing protocols with long distances, network 

structure and size etc. The connectivity of sensor nodes in network and the application of routing protocols to 

network are considered as topology. It influences on resiliency and communication cost of links.  

This paper is organized in following sections. Section 2 reviews the related works. Section 3 gives a detail 

explanation of the algorithm energy balanced routing algorithm using Forward aware Factor. Section 4 shows 

the mathematical model. Section 5 gives simulation setup and result. Section 6 gives the conclusion.  

II. PAGE LAYOUT 

The research work already done in the same area by the researchers.  

 In [1] authors have proposed the new algorithm called forward aware factor. Authors has considered BBV 

model for further network algorithms called LEACH and EUUC. By applying forward aware factor they have 

improved the performance as well as life time of the large scale networks.  

In [2] authors have proposed a modified device profile for web services (DPWS) with its modified 

protocol stack. They gave the modification based on a new format for DPWS message exchanges without 

prohibiting the usage of the web services and the extensible markup language set of rules. The basis of this 

modified protocol is the previous version of the same protocol. The newly formed protocol improves the 

performance of the stack and the protocol and also it supports the low power personal area network architecture. 

James Aweya gave the differential clocking which is used when there is a network interface with its 

own reference source clock and there is the need to transfer this clock over a core packet network to another 

interface. In paper authors gave servo algorithm and phase-locked loop of a method for differential clock 

recovery over packet network. The characteristic of this new technique is that it contains differential clock 

recovery clock [3]. 

In [4] authors have a novel image de-noising method. The method is based on spherical coordinates 

system. The authors have redefined the spherical transform in wavelet domain and the properties of spherical 

transform in wavelet domain. They have overcome the limitation of the traditional shrinking function by giving 

a novel curve shrinkage function. The new method is simple and effective. 

In [5] authors gave the automatic cluster formation and address assignment for wireless sensor network. 

They have proved that the address assignment scheme defined by ZigBee will perform poorly in terms of 

address utilization. They have also contributed to show that the automatic address assignment. The proposed 

method is simple, efficient, systematically formation of path connected cluster and automatic address 

assignment.  

In [6] authors have proposed energy-efficient beaconless geographic routing in energy in energy 

harvested wireless sensor network. They have provided routing with minimal communication overhead without 

help of prior neighborhood knowledge. They have proposed method in which each node sends out the data 

packet first rather than control message, this neighbor selection is only done among those neighbors that 

successfully received the data packet. The advantage of the proposed algorithm is it is loop free, fully stateless, 

energy-efficient source-to-sink routing. 
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A hybrid multi objective evolutionary approach was given in [7]. The authors have proposed procedure 

for enhancing the performance of WSN by solving dynamic coverage and connectivity problem in flat WSN 

subjected to node failures. The proposed approach is compared with an integer linear programming based 

approach and a similar mono-objective approach with regard to coverage, network life time. 

Authors in [8] proposed on multihop distance in wireless sensor network with random node locations. 

They have used Gaussian pdf for analytical modeling of the maximum distance distribution. They have 

proposed a greedy method of distance maximization and also evaluate the distribution of the obtained multihop 

distance through analytical approximations and simulations. 

Authors in [9] have worked by adapting a developed theory of utility proportional rate control for 

wired networks to a wireless setting. They have also gave the mathematical framework to elegant queue 

backpressure algorithm. Due to this the design the first ever rate control protocol that can efficiently handle a 

mix of elastic and inelastic traffic in wireless sensor network. The advantages of the proposed algorithm are its 

simplicity and low complexity. 

In [10] authors have presented an analytical model for estimating the per node traffic load in a multi hop 

wireless sensor network. They have considered a typical scenario in which sensor nodes periodically sense the 

environment and forward the collected samples to a sink using greedy geographic routing. They have come to 

result that the irrespective of the radio model, the traffic load increases as a function of the proximity to the sink.    

The results of energy balanced routing using forward aware factor is compared with the LEACH algorithm. 

LEACH is Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchical Protocol which works on the organization of the nodes 

in the local clusters. The protocol also divides clusters into a set up phase when clusters are organized and a 

steady state phase when data are transferred from the nodes to the cluster head and so on to sink. 

 All the sensors within a network group themselves into some cluster regions by communicating with each 

other through short messages during the set up phase. At a point one node among the network acts as cluster 

head and sends message to other nodes in the network. According to signal strength of messages sent by head 

the nodes join the clusters.  Sensor nodes interested of joining a particular cluster head or region responds to the 

cluster heads by sending a response signal indicating their acceptance to join. This task is done in set-up phase 

[1]. 

After selection of a cluster head for a region, the cluster members of that region send the collected or sensed 

data in their allotted slots to the cluster head. The collected data is then converted to compressed format and 

then cluster head transmits this data to base station. This procedure is called Steady State Phase. When the 

steady-state finishes the data transmission to the sink, the whole process ends and a new search for the forming 

of cluster heads for a region and new cluster-member formation begins.  So we can say that a new set/up phase 

and steady state starts with the end of data transmission done to the sink. Within the region, the alternate 

selection of cluster head, that carried out in the sensors in self organization helps in reducing the energy 

utilization.  

The main objective of this paper is to develop the energy balance algorithm based on the forward aware factor 

that will results in low energy consumption. This paper contains the algorithm which considers the factors like 

energy of node, distance of node and forward aware factor of the node. Forward aware factor is the new concept 

in this paper which is based on forward energy density and link weight of the node.   

 
Fig 2: Deployment of sensor nodes 
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Node with maximum forward aware factor is considered as next hop. The algorithm should reduce energy 

consumption. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In this paper, we have considered algorithm which is based on the Forward Aware factor. Before this 

let us consider some important terms and definitions related to network. Suppose sensor nodes are distributed 

randomly in a rectangular sensing area as shown in fig. 2. Whenever data are to be sent in the area it is first send 

to regional central node called as sink node and then transferred to sink node called as sink.  

1. All the sensor nodes have limited capabilities to compute, communicate and store data. All the sensor 

nodes are isomorphic. 

2. Sensor nodes die after exhausting entire energy. The sensor nodes have limited energy and the initial 

energy is E0. 

3. According to the distance of sender and receiver transmission power among nodes 

varies. The transmission power is decided when the head sends the message to all 

nodes and according to the strength of the signal to the receiver the transmission 

power is calculated. The head node is selected at the beginning only. 
According to the cluster hierarchical routing protocol in Wireless sensor network, sometimes node to which data 

is to be sent is nearer than the head node. But data should be sent to the head for transmission to sink node. If 

the backward transmission is frequent then there is the waste of energy. So the proposed algorithm in this paper 

is the communication protocol that uses forward transmission area according to the  position of the sink and the 

final data flow direction as shown in fig. 3. 

 
Fig 3: Forward Transmission Area 

 

The algorithm Forward Aware Factor based Energy Balanced Routing Method (FAF-EBRM) is used for the 

large scale wireless sensor networks for static data collection. The steps of algorithms are as the first term takes 

FED of all the possible next hop nodes into account, which means the ability to transmit data. In the next term 

weight of the transmit link is considered that is used to choose next hop directly. For the weight of the link the 

parameters like nodes’ energy, length and load. The FAF-EBRM is able to consider many factors and get a 

better energy balanced solution. 

 The steps of the routing algorithm is as follows- 

1. Determine FTA (i) and all of the possible next-hop nodes of node i. First, take d0 as the communication 

radius; determine the set of all of the nodes that have edges with I, N’ (i). Select the nodes that closer to 

Sink than i does, which constitute the set of all of the possible next-hop nodes and the furthest node 

determine FTA (i). 

2. Determine FET (j) and SFTA (j) of each possible next-hop node. Determine FTA (j) as we determined 

FTA (i). Plug the furthest distance between j and nodes in FTA and the distance between j and Sink and 

obtain SFTA (j). 

3. Calculate FED (j) of each possible next-hop node. Plug all of the nodes’ energy and get FED (j). 
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4. Calculate the weight of edges between and each node. 

5. Plug the parameters of 3) and for calculation of FAF of each possible transmit link. Choose the next-

hop node according to 

j = max [FAF (i, j)] 

        j 

6. If there is no node closer to Sink than i in N’ (i), directly compare FAF of all of the nodes in N’ (i), and 

choose the next-hop node. If there is no node in N’ (i), i will increase the transmit power to get a longer 

radius than d0 until connected with another node, or i will abandon the packet. 

7. If Sink is among the forward transmit nodes, i will transmit data directly to Sink and accomplish the 

procedure. 

The above routing algorithm the weights of the nodes is calculated and nodes get their own FED. It avoids 

the communication launch node doing all of the algorithms. 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

1. Let S be the set of system that describes topology control, 

S= {I, O, f1, f2.,………, fn} 

              Where, 

    I is Inputs {vertices, edges, number of nodes, sink} 

              O is Output {FAF, sink} 

 f1, f2  ,…….., fn are functions 

 

2. Let F be the function that used to calculate Forward Aware Factor. 

 

3. Let w be the weight at certain area A in the nodes N, so, 

Wi j (t) =      ϛ (Ei (t) Ej (t) )
ᴪ                     

(1) 

(d (I ,j )
2
) η (Tij (t) )

 ع

 

Where,  

               ϛ, ᴪ, η, ع are constants  

               Ei (t), Ej (t) are energy 

               i ,j EN 

 

4.  The FTA is calculated as , 

  

SFTA (i) = ½ π d2
2 
– d2 [(d1 - ¼ d2

2
) + (d1

2 
- ½ d2

2
) × 

Across (1-½ (d2 /d)
2
 ]

½    
                 (2) 

               

                Where,   i Ɛ N 

   

5. The forward aware factor of the communication link 

Between i and j , FAF (i , j ) is given by, 

 

FAF (i, j) =α FED (j) + β      wij                              (3) 

                                   Ʃ FED (j)        Ʃ wij 

 

6. Finally node with maximum Forward Aware Factor is considered as the next hop. 

 

                                                j= max [FAF (i, j)]                     (4) 

                                                             j                                 
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Fig 4: Deployment of sensor nodes 

 
Fig 5: Communication among sensor nodes 

 
Fig 6: Energy consumption in LEACH algorithm 

V. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For implementing the algorithm in this paper the simulator used is Java simulator which is component 

based rather than object based. Using the simulator initially nodes are deployed in the area. The algorithm in this 

paper is worked; it first selects the area for deploying the sensor nodes. After specifying the area the nodes are 

randomly deployed in that area as per the user’s specification as shown in fig. 4. 

 After deployment of sensor nodes the communication among nodes in the network is shown in fig. 5. 

In the network using the algorithm FAF-EBRM communication is carried out. The input parameters are number 

of nodes, deployment area, strategy and sink. While output we get is sink using FAF-EBRM and comparison of 

the FAF-EBRM with the LEACH results. The energy consumption is compared of both the algorithm. The 

energy consumption of both the algorithm is compared. The energy consumption graph in the LEACH is shown 

in the fig. 6.    

  As the comparison is to be made between LEACH and FAF-EBRM the energy consumption of 

proposed is low.  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an energy balanced routing method FAF-EBRM based on the forward aware factor is 

proposed. Many times in the network during the communication problem of energy consumption arises. So to 

overcome the problem FAF-EBRM is the solution. In the FAF-EBRM the next node is selected according to 

link weight and forward energy density. 

Further the results of the FAF-EBRM are compared with the LEACH for the energy issue.  
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